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ABSTRACT
We address the pressing need for effective and scalable cybersecurity education methodologies for undergraduate students. While Capture The Flag (CTF) challenges have been instrumental for some learners, for many novices CTF challenges are simply too difficult and too intimidating to be pedagogically effective. By dissecting and individually presenting these concepts through modularized challenges, we introduce a progressive learning curve that allows students to master complex vulnerabilities, even culminating in crafting advanced end-to-end exploits through both userspace and the kernel. Recognizing the learning barriers imposed by debugging and introspection tools, our method uniquely offers self-guiding challenge variants, effectively decoupling problem-solving from tool mastery. Drawing from five years of curating around 400 systems security challenges, this paper details our insights and experiences, emphasizing the pivotal role of an education-first approach over traditional CTFs. Our methodology’s success is underscored by our survey results, with an overwhelming majority of participants acknowledging its pivotal role in deepening their cybersecurity understanding. Furthermore, we have successfully leveraged this material as the foundational content for a follow-on vulnerability research course, where freshly-trained students successfully identified 0-day vulnerabilities in real-world software. As a commitment to global education, we make all challenges and accompanying lecture materials discussed herein freely, and easily, accessible to the world.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Education: Interactive learning environments; • Security and privacy → Systems security: Software and application security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern cybersecurity requires an understanding and integration of several concepts concurrently. For example, a software exploit might involve a race condition which enables a heap use-after-free. This primitive might cause memory corruption that, in turn, can be used to achieve arbitrary code execution through return oriented programming. If the target is a sandboxed process, OS kernel vulnerabilities (for example, a kernel race condition) might then be abused to gain code execution within the context of the kernel. Is it possible to teach all of these concepts to the average undergraduate computer science student? In order to understand this exploit, students must master reverse engineering, race conditions, dynamic allocator misuse, memory errors, return oriented programming, sandboxing, and kernel security.

Despite this complexity, conveying such understanding is critical. Apple will pay up to $2 million for a zero-click remote chain that provides full kernel execution with persistence, includes a kernel PAC bypass, and circumvents the protections of Lockdown Mode [1]. Such exploits fetch this price because they are constantly being sought out, found, and used by bad actors to circumvent the security of people and organizations [30]. Effective education methodologies to instil in students an ability to identify and fix such flaws is critical to the security of the modern software ecosystem.

In this paper, we implement and discuss a novel methodology for teaching advanced cybersecurity concepts to mastery at scale. We explore the strategies necessary for students to not only conceptually understand vulnerabilities, but to apply this knowledge by crafting advanced end-to-end exploits from scratch. Furthermore, we address the challenge of achieving this at scale, catering to hundreds or even thousands of students. By the end of a single semester undergraduate course at a large public R1 research university, students—some of whom have previously never seen x86-64 assembly—craft end-to-end exploits which, for example, leverage kernel vulnerabilities to achieve arbitrary code execution in a sandboxed process with modern mitigations in place. Two crucial observations guide the design of our methodology.

First, we observe that although security concepts must be integrated concurrently, they need not be taught concurrently or even atomically. We explore individual cybersecurity concepts each in their own module, building them up gradually through a series of challenges. We begin with a basic and simplified problem and gradually introduce more advanced concepts and realistic constraints, progressively weaving through constituent concepts and gently introducing ideas that will be crucial to succeeding in later challenges. By minimizing conceptual jumps between challenges, we aim to flatten the learning curve and make the material more approachable. After the students master several concepts independently, we combine them.

Second, we observe that students need not learn to apply a concept, while simultaneously learning the often-times
complex introspection tools necessary to debug and understand why their solution is failing. Students often struggle to appropriately employ tools like gdb and strace for aiding their understanding of the problem. This presents a massive learning barrier, as they have no way to know if their solution is failing because of a bug in their solution or a bug in their understanding of the concept. To solve this problem, we have developed self-guiding variants of all challenges. This allows students to understand the concept before moving on to the regular variant, which requires them to use their own analysis tools such as gdb to solve the challenge. This approach helps overcome difficulties of performing introspection and debugging by decoupling them from the learning of the concept itself, and reduces barriers to progress for many students.

Our challenges draw inspiration from Capture The Flag (CTF), but we have observed that while CTFs are valuable, they are not a universal solution in cybersecurity learning; CTF challenges are designed to be challenging, not necessarily educational. Adopting an education-first approach, we created over 400 challenges over five years, tailored for our undergraduate Computer Systems Security course. These challenges have been integrated into a globally accessible educational website, teaching binary exploitation concepts to over 10,000 students. In this paper, we detail our experience designing these challenges and discuss the lessons we have learned in the process: highlighting the design of the challenges, what worked, what didn’t, and why. To evaluate our methodology’s effectiveness, a survey was administered to students who participated in our course. The results showed that a majority found the challenges instrumental in grasping cybersecurity concepts. Following this, a subsequent course on vulnerability research indicated that students could leverage this foundational knowledge to identify and report vulnerabilities in real-world software. As a commitment to global education, we make all challenges and accompanying lecture materials discussed herein freely, and easily accessible, to the world, available at https://pwn.college/.

2 RELATED WORK

Researchers have explored the use of hacking as a pedagogical tool to teach computer science and cybersecurity concepts. In [5], Bratus defines hacking by “the ability to question the trust assumptions in the design and implementation of computer systems rather than any negative use of such skills.” Through the hacker lens, students are able to perceive a cross-layer view of computer systems. This approach encourages students to think critically and creatively about computer systems. By analyzing the failure modes of systems from a hacker’s perspective, students can gain a deeper understanding of how the various layers of a system interact and can be exploited.

Applied cybersecurity labs are an effective pedagogical approach for cybersecurity concepts such as SDN Security [23], Reverse Engineering [2], SQL Injection [4], and Android mobile security [16]. Moreover, researchers have proposed using hacking as toy problems to teach various underlying computer science concepts [22]. For example, parsing can be taught through the example of intrusion detection systems, file systems can be taught through forensics and recovering deleted files, and assembly and memory allocation can be taught through shellcode and buffer overflows.

Capture The Flag (CTF) events are popular in the cybersecurity community as opportunities for participants to apply their knowledge to solve complex challenges in a competitive format. The educational merit of hacking events has been acknowledged by the academic community, as evidenced by academic competitions like iCTF [25], picoCTF [8], and CSAW CTF [14] that specifically cater to students and enable them to showcase their abilities and engage in peer competition. CTF events have become an effective way to cultivate the next generation of cybersecurity experts [3, 11] and advance the state of the art in cybersecurity. Increasingly, CTF is being used within academic courses, with many educators incorporating them into their courses as exercises [19] or even making them the focal point of a flipped classroom model [7, 21]. Educators report increased student engagement, and improved self-confidence and motivation among the students [7, 10, 17].

CTF can be an incredibly valuable educational tool, but there are many challenges and pitfalls, especially for novices. While a flag-based system provides instant feedback on the correctness of an answer, it lacks partial flags or credit, making it difficult to gauge progress. This limitation is especially pronounced in challenges intentionally designed to frustrate competitors, which are unsuitable for educational purposes. Instead, a well-designed challenge should guide students through the solution process, as Chung argues [9]. However, a methodology for designing challenges that strike the right balance between being engaging and informative is challenging and has received limited attention in the literature. In this paper, we focus on addressing these limitations.

Vykopal et al. [26] identified three main reasons why beginners may become discouraged: overly difficult challenges, ambiguous challenges, and limited feedback on progress. In [29], the authors aimed to target a novice population by designing challenges that did not require significant prior knowledge (for example, avoiding compiled binaries, which were considered too difficult). However, novices still struggle to self-learn and require guidance and support. For instance, in [20], researchers provided novices with mentors and taught a lecture on the networking tool tcpdump to prepare them for upcoming challenges. The authors of picoCTF found that competitors tend to prefer challenges that require minimal familiarity with the command line or additional tools, and consequently stressed the importance of teaching tooling to students [8]. Similarly, [28] found that while there is no way to fake the knowledge needed in a CTF challenge, the game must be at an appropriate level for the audience. If students have not studied networking and lack experience with the command line, they may experience difficulty and frustration. As a solution, the authors suggest creating tutorials and “level zero” versions of challenges to provide a foundation for students to build upon. This approach allows novices to gradually develop their skills and knowledge, gaining confidence and motivation as they progress through the challenges. In this paper, we expand upon this idea of a “level zero” version of challenges, by providing an entire progression of challenges that build upon each other to ramp up the difficulty and complexity, and continue to build up confidence and knowledge along the way.

In order to gain better insight into how students approach and progress in solving challenges, some tools have been developed which introspects their process [18, 27]. These tools help educators identify challenging tasks and improve educational materials. In
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Shellcode Injection. Shellcoding is the art of injecting code into a program, usually during exploitation, to induce attacker-desired actions. It is traditionally taught by presenting students with a stack buffer overflow and an executable stack, and expecting students to figure out memory corruption, an exploit payload, as well as learning how to debug their exploit all at once. Instead, this module explicitly focuses on the payload by ingesting shellcode and immediately executing it, allowing students to focus on learning about shellcode itself. Throughout the module, we gradually introduce additional constraints on this shellcode to force students to reason creatively about accomplishing attacker goals under difficult situations.

Before running shellcode, teaching variants disassemble the ingested payload, after any mutations and constraints are applied, and display it. Additionally, we have recently implemented an automatic breakpoint at the beginning of the shellcode when students start the challenge from a debugger, to ease troubleshooting. While students this paper, we focus specifically on the process by which we enhance those educational materials, and in particular, enhance the challenges. We take the insight of where a student is struggling and use it to guide the design of predecessor challenges that will help them succeed.

Designing effective challenges can be both a difficult and time-consuming task. Alpaca [12] is a system that uses AI and a database of vulnerabilities to generate challenge scenarios automatically according to user-specified constraints. The generated scenarios include a series of vulnerabilities and exploits that must be overcome to complete the challenge and create virtual machines with these vulnerabilities built-in. Users can specify complexity levels and specific vulnerabilities that must be used. Conversely, SecGen [24] generates challenges by randomly selecting composable modules. In [13], the authors automatically generate variants of reverse engineering challenges in order to prevent cheating. picoCTF also focuses on automatic challenge generation [6], but uses a much more trivial find-and-replace approach against challenge values.

In this paper, we focus on templated challenge generation which enables very slight modifications within low level program details. Rather than using different high level vulnerabilities present within a scenario, or focusing only on the task of replacing specific values in a challenge, as done in prior work, our templating methodology is more generic and allows us to easily create a progression of challenges that build upon each other by specifying only the differences between challenges. This provides a significant advantage over the prior work, as it allows our challenges to be much more maintainable, and is what enables challenge progression in the first place.

3 INDIVIDUALIZED CONCEPTS
We split the complex area of binary security into a number of single-concept modules, which we detail in this section. Because Linux-based infrastructure is easier to build and maintain, our challenges explore these concepts in a Linux environment, although analogues can conceptually be created for other platforms as well. Successful solution of a challenge allows students to retrieve challenge-specific secret files, called flags, that they can redeem for credit in our institution’s Computer Systems Security course.

Shellcode Injection. Shellcoding is the art of injecting code into a program, usually during exploitation, to induce attacker-desired actions. It is traditionally taught by presenting students with a stack buffer overflow and an executable stack, and expecting students to figure out memory corruption, an exploit payload, as well as learning how to debug their exploit all at once. Instead, this module explicitly focuses on the payload by ingesting shellcode and immediately executing it, allowing students to fully focus on learning about shellcode itself. Throughout the module, we gradually introduce additional constraints on this shellcode to force students to reason creatively about accomplishing attacker goals under difficult situations.

Before running shellcode, teaching variants disassemble the ingested payload, after any mutations and constraints are applied, and display it. Additionally, we have recently implemented an automatic breakpoint at the beginning of the shellcode when students start the challenge from a debugger, to ease troubleshooting. While students can, of course, do both of these things manually, simplifying the debugging process helps avoid frustration.

Reverse Engineering. Reverse Engineering is the process of analyzing a system in order to derive knowledge of its design and implementation. While this often means simply learning to read assembly, in order to truly master reverse engineering, it is important to be able to infer and understand the core design of a target system. This understanding, in turn, is typically used to reason about vulnerabilities in binary code. In this module, however, we free students from the need to reason about vulnerabilities by creating challenges requiring students to understand and invert algorithms that are implemented with (through the course of the module) increasing amount of obfuscation.

Teaching variants display the results of data mutations as they occur, allowing students to double-check their hypotheses. In later levels, teaching variants display the VM state and executed instructions to enhance initial student understanding.

Memory Errors. Memory errors occur when a user is able to corrupt memory they’re not supposed to, the result of which can have brutal effects and may enable significant control over a program. To understand this concept requires an understanding of a program’s runtime as it uses control flow metadata, common issues surrounding buffer overflows and buffer overreads, as well as the impacts of static and dynamic memory layouts. Over the course of this module, we guide students from a simple overflow into a boolean variable through a number of complex concepts that require students to reason about security mitigations, exploitation in partial-knowledge settings, and other concepts. To reduce the number of concepts they have to consider, we provide a “win” function for students to eventually redirect execution too, rather than forcing them to reason about shellcode.

Teaching challenges in this module display critical memory data, especially control data stored on the stack such as return addresses, canaries, and saved registers, as shown in Figure 1. While this information is accessible through a debugger, having it readily available allows students to focus on understanding the concept first, then understanding the debugger later.

Figure 1: Memory Errors teaching variant.

Return Oriented Programming. Return Oriented Programming (ROP) is a code reuse attack in which attackers redirect control
To maximize ease of learning, this module assumes arbitrary code that students have learned to write in the previous module. We guide students from first calling a single function, to chaining multiple functions, and gradually through the chaining of ROP gadgets in complex scenarios.

Analogous to Shellcode Injection, teaching challenges disassemble the ROP chain that would be executed before executing it. This is a feature not seen even in popular debuggers, and helps students understand what is happening when their ROP chain executes. **Dynamic Allocator Misuse.** In recent years, attackers have bypassed exploitation mitigations by abusing dynamic memory allocators to achieve full control of program memory. This has historically been considered a somewhat secret art, and mostly explored in high-skilled CTFs. To keep things tractable for students, this module mostly focuses on the details of the implementation of the tcache allocation caching layer of Linux’s glibc, attacks against which are simpler than the general case of allocator misuse.

The teaching variants display the current state of tcache, including cached allocations and any relevant metadata, as shown in Figure 3. While, again, there are tools that can perform this function, including in this challenge enables students to tackle the problem head on without any impediments.

**Sandboxing.** Sandboxing is the practice of isolating code to limit attacker capabilities during exploitation. While many courses discuss this concept within systems security, we have found few that actually introduce labs or challenges which practically explore it. In order to focus entirely on the sandboxing mechanism itself. The specific sandboxing mechanisms used evolve over the course of the module, exposing students to different sandboxing scenarios.

The teaching variants describe the jailing process as it happens, describing the resources that are available at what point of challenge execution.

**Race Conditions.** Concurrency errors are some of the trickiest and least-understood software bugs. Because they occur in many different contexts and are dependent on the specifics of the software in question, the teaching of concurrency errors seems to be less common than the teaching of other software errors. Our challenges progress from filesystem-based time-of-check to time-of-use (TOCTOU) attacks into complex mutex issues in memory, allowing students to gradually familiarize themselves with underlying concepts.

As challenges get more intricate, introspecting the program and reason about what impact they may have at what point in execution becomes difficult. Teaching challenges in this module stall the program in critical areas, allowing students to experiment with carrying out their attack without time pressure (and resulting implementation difficulties in scripting fast attacks) before resuming the challenge execution at their leisure.

**Kernel Security.** The security of operating system kernels is considered to be a very advanced topic. Undergraduate OS courses rarely cover interactions with the kernel in any significant way, and undergraduate security courses rarely talk about the kernel at all (other than its effects of memory allocation and permissions). Our challenge design allows us to not only discuss the kernel, but instill in our students a deep-seated understanding of its security implications. This module has a fundamental effect on students in the sense that it expands their experience from “program” hacking to “system” hacking: the first time a student single-steps into (as opposed to over) a syscall instruction to find themselves debugging the kernel syscall handler, their perspective fundamentally expands beyond a typical undergraduate security course.

Teaching variants log outputs of kernel APIs used by the vulnerable code. This allows students to, for example, understand what data the kernel accesses from userspace applications.

## 4 INTEGRATION CHALLENGE DESIGN

To truly achieve proficiency, students must put the individual concepts learned in the modules above together into an end-to-end understanding of cybersecurity. We created two such integration modules: one focusing on the exploitation of individual programs (integrating Shellcode Injection through Memory Errors), and one focusing on the exploitation of multi-component systems (integrating all of the material). These challenges, despite their complexity, are combinations of prior modules. The teaching variant actions in those prior modules are preserved wherever possible.

**Program Exploitation.** As with the single-concept challenges, a core tenet of the progression is the gradual, bit-by-bit increase in complexity. Thus, the challenges start with a very simple buffer overflow, and become increasingly complicated from there. The final challenge of this module is a version of the VM from the Reverse Engineering module, reimagined as a realistic just-in-time compiler-based rather than interpreter-based VM. Students discover
memory corruption issues within the virtual machine to hijack control flow of the program, then abuse the just-in-time compilation to introduce precisely-crafted shellcode. This sort of end to end exploit is conceptually similar to what modern web browser exploits against actual JavaScript engines look like in the real world.

**System Exploitation.** The second integration module extends into advanced material, exploring, e.g., the impacts of Race Conditions to enable Dynamic Allocator Misuse in multi-threaded software. These challenges convey two concepts: the chaining of radically different vulnerabilities to achieve a goal impossible with either vulnerability alone, and the importance of knowledge of the interconnectedness of program memory regions during exploitation.

These challenges integrate Kernel Security by reimagining the VM from the Reverse Engineering module as a kernel subsystem (similar to the BPF VM that powers the Linux kernel’s network and system call firewalls). The final challenge (again, a series of challenges gradually leads to cumulative increases in complexity) requires students to perform a multi-stage exploit using concepts from all of the prior modules to first race heap operations to achieve arbitrary code execution in a sandboxed userspace program, then pivot to attacking the virtual machine kernel subsystem by racing threads to induce memory corruption in the kernel, get a kernel pointer leak, and achieve arbitrary code execution in the kernel, all in order to finally disable the properly-configured seccomp sandbox (by rewriting relevant kernel data structures that track process sandboxing state), escalate privileges to root (again, by carefully corrupting kernel data structures), and get the flag.

5 DISCUSSION

**Smoothing Learning Curves.** As challenges are responsible for progressively introducing concepts, it is critical to minimize jumps in difficulty throughout the progression of a module. We can measure difficulty jumps by analyzing discontinuities in challenge solve progressions in terms of the percentage of students solving each challenge. In our experience, when a large drop in solutions exists between one challenge and the next, it means that the more difficult challenge is conveying too many concurrent concepts. These concepts should be broken apart into one or more intermediate challenges which build up to that original difficult challenge.

A representative example of this evolution is our Reverse Engineering module. The Fall 2020 iteration of our course had a massive difficulty jump approximately 70% through the module, resulting in half as many solves as the previous challenge. This occurs when the first virtual machine reverse engineering challenge is introduced. Compared to the prior (much simpler) “crackme” challenges, students were required to understand numerous new concepts concurrently in order to solve the challenge: obfuscation, interpretation of bytecode, and the use of complex data structures. Many students failed to make this jump. To remediate this, we added several conceptually simpler challenges in Fall 2021 to prepare students for this challenge. We did this by initially introducing pieces of the VM just as obfuscation for normal code logic, initially avoiding any sort of interpreter loop (and subsequent handling by the VM of its own control flow) or embedded VM instruction interpreters. Over the course of a number of challenges, we introduced these sub-concepts one by one, making it much easier for students new to reverse engineering to adapt. This resulted in a much smoother challenge progression and dramatically improved student success. As opposed to the 50% drop in solves of the first VM challenge, no challenge in Fall 2021 had a solve drop of more than 10%. At this point, we hit a limit in curve smoothness: in 2022, we added additional intermediate challenges because we felt that obfuscation concepts could be introduced even more slowly, but we did not observe a similar improvement in solution rates over Fall 2021.

**Challenge Generation.** We developed pwncollege’s pwnshop, an open-source (available at https://github.com/pwncollege/pwnshop), template-based system for generating and maintaining our hundreds of individual challenges. This system leverages Jinja [15] as a templating layer on top of C source code. In doing so, we can conditionally include or exclude code, which is crucial for maintainably generating a challenge with just a small difference compared to a previous challenge. This capability enables us to fix a bug in a challenge (for example, disabling output buffering), and having that fix propagate to all challenges that are based on that template. Furthermore, this allows us to generate challenges with randomized values, such as randomized passwords or randomized memory layouts. The benefits of this approach are twofold. First, it allows us to generate more versions of the same fundamental challenge, which can be useful for increasing student’s practice with a particular concept (for example, calculating buffer overflow offsets). Second, it allows us to generate challenges that are unique to each student, which can be useful for preventing students from sharing complete solutions with each other. In order to make sure that the challenges are still solvable, we have verify scripts that can solve any version of a challenge, and we use these scripts to verify that the challenges are solvable before they are released to students.

**Refining Core CS Concepts.** An interesting benefit of our challenges to students is the solidification of earlier Computer Science concepts that students may have previously missed. For example, despite many students having prior experience with process scheduling in our institution’s Operating Systems course, many of our students did not seem to truly “get” the concept until they had to exploit process scheduling intricacies to attack programs in the Race Condition module. We observed similar effects with concept missed in students’ Computer Organization courses, and with privilege and memory isolation in the Kernel Security module.

6 EVALUATION

**Survey.** To understand the effectiveness of challenge-based learning and our challenge design, we distributed an IRB-exempt (minimal harm) survey to our students. They survey contained both quantitative (Likert scale) and qualitative (free response) components. Since our challenges are openly and freely accessible to learners around the world, we received a wide variety of responses from 200 total respondents. In this section, we distill these responses into insights about the potential of our proposed learning approach.

We present our Likert question results in Figure 4. Our style of challenge-based learning was popular: 93.1% of students reported liking challenge-based learning and 92.6% reported significant learning from these challenges. Students almost universally appreciated the immediate feedback. Our “teaching-variant” challenges were quite well-received, with 84.8% of students reporting being helped...
students the opportunity to find and responsibly disclose vulnerabilities in real-world open-source software. A total of 19 students enrolled in this course, forming 5 teams. The teams analyzed a variety of projects including PHP, MuJS, Pillow, Radare2, and a popular Gameboy Advanced emulator. All teams were able to find zero-day vulnerabilities in their respective projects, with several of those vulnerabilities translating into CVEs and a more secure global software ecosystem. Students focused on reverse engineering, automated vulnerability discovery (fuzzing), crash triaging, exploit development, and responsible disclosure.

While we haven’t conducted a rigorous evaluation, it appears the skills from our challenge-based learning approach—especially in exploitation processes, reverse engineering, and modern exploit techniques—played a significant role in the course’s success. There is a significant breadth and depth of knowledge and skills required to even begin real-world vulnerability research; students must be able to understand threat models, and understand the technical implication of how different exploit primitives can be used together to exploit a vulnerability in order to truly compromise a system’s security boundaries. We relied on the fact that all students in this course had, for example, already successfully abused dynamic allocators to leak information, bypass PIE, perform an arbitrary write, and achieve code execution through ROP—and had done so in several contexts, with different constraints, and spent hours debugging these exploit chains to completion. This allowed us to focus exclusively on the more advanced aspects of how to apply these skills to real-world software, with the aid of modern vulnerability research techniques. We are unaware of any other undergraduate university course that has been able to successfully teach these pre-requisite skills to students to the extent that we achieved.

Interestingly, we also discovered that while students were more than capable of producing exploits for the vulnerabilities they discovered, and several did, they were more interested in reporting the vulnerability without a full exploit, so that they could move on to finding more vulnerabilities. This in turn suggests that there are two critical tracks in vulnerability research: the ability to find vulnerabilities, and the ability to exploit them. While in this paper we primarily focused on the latter and happened to achieve the former, further research is needed in order to better understand how this style of material can be optimized explicitly toward finding vulnerabilities in real-world software.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described a design for a challenge-based cybersecurity curriculum that combines single-concept modules and integration modules comprised of challenges that gradually increase in complexity (conveying sub-concepts one by one) and help guide students through their own solutions. In running cybersecurity courses with these challenges, we observed not only great efficacy in student outcomes in cybersecurity, but a radical refinement of their understanding of core Computer Science concepts. To help the educational community, we have made these challenges, as well as the accompanying lecture material, freely available to the world.
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